Gretchen Albrecht
*between gesture and geometry*

LUKE SMYTHE

A GLORIOUS SURVEY OF THE CAREER OF ONE OF NEW ZEALAND’S BEST REGARDED CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

Gretchen Albrecht CNZM is one of New Zealand’s most influential painters. Over the course of her long career, her work has continued to surprise and delight, and her paintings feature in many important collections both in New Zealand and overseas. This comprehensive survey of her much-admired work reveals a painter steeped in art history, drawing freely from a range of sources to create vivid, intellectually persuasive and deeply affecting work, and determined to push her work in new directions. With a text by leading art writer Luke Smythe, plus a preface by art curator Mary Kisler, this magnificent book both interrogates Albrecht’s work and celebrates her accomplishments.
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SALES POINTS

- A beautiful, comprehensive book that will delight all lovers of Gretchen Albrecht’s work over her long career
- Over 250 images, from the beginning of Albrecht’s career in the late 1960s to brand-new work
- A detailed and rich text by leading art writer Dr Luke Smythe
- Preface by well-known art curator Mary Kisler
- French-fold jacket and two gatefolds set a luxurious design note
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